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Responsible or sustainable investment is 

quickly growing in popularity but what is it 

and why should you be interested?

Responsible investment is an approach to 

investment that considers the relevance of 

environmental, social and governance (ESG) 

factors. The aim is to better manage risk and 

generate sustainable, long-term returns. There 

are now an increasing number of strategies that 

are aimed at generating financial return alongside 

positive social or environmental outcomes.

There is a growing recognition that ESG factors 

can enhance returns and manage risk and with 

both attitudes and regulation changing, there is 

an increasing expectation to consider responsible 

investment within a financial portfolio.

In this short guide, we provide an introduction to 

responsible investment, the different ways in 

which it can be incorporated and how you can 

begin the discussion with your clients.

Responsible investment at a glance

Out of 2032

respondents, only

15% had spent 

time researching/choosing 

sustainable pensions or 

investments since the

start of 20191

Globally, sustainable investing 

assets in the five major 

markets (Europe, US, Japan, 

Canada, Australia) stood at

USD30.7trn at the

start of 2018, a 34% increase in

two years2

In the US, three out of every
four women and four out of every

five millennials regard corporate ethics as a key

part of their investment goals4

64% of investors globally now view

environmental and social issues as very 

important, while less than

1.5% treat them as unimportant3

Nearly all investors

now factor ESG

considerations into

their investment

decisions – only

8%now do this

rarely or never3



57% of UK based individual investors

expect fund managers to invest in companies

that make a positive contribution to society

and the environment

Nine in 10 millennials (89%)
expect their financial professional to do a deep dive

into a company’s history, compliance and values before

recommending an investment opportunity5

ESG mutual funds recorded their best year to date in 2019 in terms 

of net sales with demand now having a positive impact on all asset

classes. ESG funds recorded positive flows across 

all regions from Q2-Q3 2019 with real traction in Europe and the 

cross border space6

In Europe, total assets committed to sustainable and responsible

investment strategies grew by 11% from 2016 to 2018 to reach

EUR12.3trn (USD14.1trn)2

Sources:
1. YouGov Polling January 2020

2. Global Sustainable Investment Review 2018
3. HSBC Sustainable Financing and Investing Survey 2019
4. Morgan Stanley Survey 2018

5. Allianz ESG Investor ESG Sentiment Study 2018
6. Broadridge Product Innovation 11, January 2020
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Why are people becoming more interested?

 Investor expectations are evolving to include focus on ESG issues

 Responsible investment considers ESG issues to preserve capital and deliver sustainable growth whilst

enabling the transition to a sustainable global economy

 ESG factors will increasingly affect the value of all investments. Therefore ESG considerations are critical to 

making sound investment decisions

 Investor capital is moving into responsible investment - according to the 2018 Global Sustainable Investment 

Alliance (GSIA) review, sustainable investing assets in the five major markets1 grew by 34% to USD30.7 

trillion at the start of 2018 - more than 4x the rate of market AUM growth

 Regulation is increasing as policy makers and regulators seek to put the global financial system on a

sustainable growth path to address the long-term challenges of climate change and global inequality

1. Europe, the United States, Canada, Japan, Australia and New Zealand
Source: Global Sustainable Investment Alliance, 2018 Global Sustainable Investment Review



Environment

 Greenhouse gas emissions

 Resource depletion

 Water use

 Waste and pollution

 Deforestation

Social

 Regard for human rights

 Development and treatment of staff

 Oversight of supply chain

 Health and safety of employees

Governance

 Executive pay

 Business ethics and culture

 Political lobbying and donations

 Diversity and structure of board

 Regard for shareholder rights

What does ESG

stand for?

ESG stands for Environmental, Social and Governance

and is often used as short-hand for a set of factors

relating to a company’s products or practices that

investors use, in addition to financial metrics, to assess

potential investments. Environmental criteria consider

how companies manage their impact on the environment;

social criteria examine how it manages relationships with

employees, clients and communities, and governance deals 

with how companies are governed or managed.

Examples of ESG issues:



Ways to invest responsibly

Responsible investing is not just excluding undesirable 

stocks, although that is one way to do it. There are many 

strategies used by fund managers that are available, and 

often a number are used in combination.

Negative/Exclusionary Screening

Exclusions prohibit certain investments from a fund

or portfolio. This can be excluding certain sectors

(such as tobacco), companies or practices based on

specific ESG (environmental, social and governance) criteria 

likely to align with client expectations. Examples include: ethical, 

values-based or religious exclusions.

Positive/Best-In-Class Screening

Investment in sectors, companies or projects 

selected for positive ESG performance relative to 

industry peers. For example, a fund may select

those companies in each sector with the higher ESG 

scores. In some cases, this is also considered an example 

of sustainability themed investing.

Norms-Based Screening

Screening of investments against minimum

standards of business practice based on international

norms, such as those issued by the OECD, ILO, UN 

Global Compact and UNICEF. This typically involves excluding 

companies responsible for severe environmental or human 

rights incidents where the company has taken limited steps to 

resolve the situation.

Impact Investing

Impact investments are investments made with the 

intention to generate positive, measurable social 

and environmental impact alongside a financial

return. They are aimed at solving social or environmental 

problems, and includes community investing, where 

capital is specifically directed to traditionally underserved 

individuals or communities, as well as financing that is 

provided to businesses with a clear social or 

environmental purpose.

Corporate Engagement

Also known as ‘stewardship’ or ‘active ownership’ is the 

responsible allocation, management and oversight of 

capital to create long term value for clients and

beneficiaries leading to sustainable benefits for the economy, 

the environment and society. This includes actions to influence 

corporate behaviour, including through direct corporate 

engagement (i.e. communicating with senior management 

and/or boards of companies), filing or co-filing shareholder 

resolutions, and proxy voting guided by clear voting guidelines.

ESG Integration

The systematic and explicit inclusion by investment 

managers of environmental, social and governance 

factors into investment analysis and investment 

decisions.

Sustainability Themed Investing

Investment in themes or assets selected to fulfil certain 

sustainability criteria and/or deliver measurable 

sustainability outcomes.

“ Stewardship aims to promote the long

term success of companies in such a way 

that the ultimate providers of capital also 

prosper. Effective stewardship benefits 

companies, investors and the

economy as a whole.”
Financial Reporting Council,

Stewardship Code.



A global phenomenon

Growth chart based on GSIA GlobalSurvey data

2012 USD13.3trn

2014 USD21.4trn

2016 USD22.89trn

2018 Europe, the United States, Canada,

Japan, and Australia and New Zealand

had a total of USD30.7trn in sustainable

investing (SI)

N E G A T I V E
S C R E E N I N G

applied to
USD19.8trn
globally in 2018

ESG integration

used across
USD17.5trn
globally in 2018

GLOBAL IMPACT
INVESTING NETWORK
currently estimates
the size of the global

impact investing

market to be
USD502bn

N E G AT I V E
SCREENING
is the largest
strategy in Europe

(all via GSIA 2019)

ESG integration
DOMINATES IN THE

United States,
Canada, Australia

and New Zealand in

asset-weighted terms



Sustainable Performance

There has long been the misconception that investors

must compromise on returns when investing in

sustainable or responsible strategies.

However, most research demonstrates this is unfounded.

A recent survey of asset managers found 82% believe

strong corporate ESG practices can potentially lead to higher

company profitability and that companies with such practices

may be better long-term investments1.

Most responsible investors aim to generate competitive

returns alongside a focus on investing in sustainable or

responsible strategies.

Numerous studies have been conducted illustrating

that investing sustainably does not mean compromising

on performance.

For example:

 41 of the 56 (73%) Morningstar ESG indexes have 

outperformed their non-ESG equivalents since their 

inception2

 In a November 2018 report MSCI found companies with 

improving ESG credentials have on average outperformed 

by 14.4% in emerging markets and 5.2% in developed 

markets over five years3

 In April 2020 MSCI found that during the Covid-19 

pandemic, four selected indexes representing a range of 

ESG index construction approaches outperformed the 

parent index in Q1 20204

Sources:

1. Sustainable Signals Morgan Stanley 2019

2. www.morningstar.co.uk/uk/news/195919/esg-funds-beat-non-sustainable-sister-funds.aspx

3. Investment Week, 2018

4. www.msci.com/www/blog-posts/msci-esg-indexes-during-the/01781235361



Exclusion or divestment restricts an investors’ ability

to engage with companies. Inclusion, however, gives

investors the ability to engage with these companies to 

influence change and encourage them to be pro-active and 

transparent in the management of ESG and other risks. 

This should ultimately improve company practices and 

protect and enhance the long term value of clients’ 

investments. Climate Action 100+ is a landmark five-year 

collaborative investment initiative designed to influence 

change by ensuring the world’s largest corporate 

greenhouse gas emitters take necessary action on climate 

change. Aligned with the Paris Agreement this global 

initiative is initially focused on engaging with the world’s 

largest corporate greenhouse gas (GHG) emitters with the 

aim of securing commitments from the boards and senior 

management on:

1. A strong governance framework

2. GHG emissions reduction targets across the value chain

3. Enhanced disclosure in line with the Task Force on 

Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)

Engagement or divestment?

1. HSBC 2020 Responsible Investment Review

Through the work of Climate Action 100+ many 

companies have re-evaluated their climate change 

strategies and implemented sustainability targets.

This includes commitments in a number of hard-to-

abate sectors. For example, in April 2020 Royal 

Dutch Shell plc (Shell) committed to become a net-

zero emissions energy business by 2050 or sooner 

(covering scope one, two and three emissions). 

The detailed steps will include:

1. An ambition to be net zero on all the emissions 

from the manufacture of all our products (scope 

one and two) by 2050 at the latest;

2. Accelerating Shell’s Net Carbon Footprint ambition 

to be in step with society’s aim to limit the average 

temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius in line with 

the goals of the Paris Agreement on Climate 

Change. This means reducing the Net Carbon 

Footprint of the energy products Shell sells to its 

customers by around 65% by 2050 (increased 

from around 50%), and by around 30% by 2035 

(increased from around 20%);

3. A pivot towards serving businesses and sectors 

that by 2050 are also net-zero emissions.



What is a carbon footprint?

The Greenhouse Gas Protocol, the most widely used

international accounting tool for GHG emissions, classifies

a company’s direct and indirect GHG emissions throughout

the supply chain into three ‘SCOPES’ – direct operational

emissions (SCOPE 1), purchased electricity, steam or heat

(SCOPE 2) and emissions resulting from the activities of the

company but occur from sources not owned or controlled by

the company (SCOPE 3)1.

SCOPE 3 includes the production of purchased

products, transportation of purchased products, or use

of sold products.

This comprises the annual GHG footprint which is commonly

measured in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents (tCO2e)

and presented as the absolute carbon emissions or

carbon footprint.

Carbon footprint analysis can be performed at two levels:

 security level – often normalised by annual company 

revenue to provide carbon intensity of a security 

investment

 portfolio or fund level – carbon attribution based on the 

sum of a proportional amount of each portfolio company’s 

emissions (e.g. proportional to the amount of stock held in 

the portfolio for equities funds)2

Overview of GHG protocol SCOPES and emissions across the value chain

CO2 CH4 N2O HFCs PFCs SF6

Downstream activitiesReporting companyUpstream activities

SCOPE 1

Direct

SCOPE 3

Indirect

SCOPE 3

Indirect

SCOPE 2

Indirect

Company 

facilities

Company 

vehicles

Purchased 

goods and 

services

Capital

goods

Fuel

and energy

related 

activities

Purchased

electricity,

steam, heating

and cooling for

own use

Transportation 

and

distribution

Waste 

generated in 

operation

Business 

travel

Employee 

commuting

Leased

assets

Transportation 

and

distribution

Processing

of sold 

products

Use of sold 

products

End-of-life 

treatment

of sold

products

Leased 

assets

Franchises

Investments

1. Source: World Business council for Sustainable Development/World Resources Institute. For further information and full definitions see World Business council for Sustainable 
Development/World Resources Institute GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard (2015), and www.ghgprotocol.org/standards/scope-3-standard.

2. www.unpri.org/climate-change/how-measuring-a-portfolio-carbon-footprint-can-assist-in-climate-risk-mitigation-and-reducing-emissions/608.article



Greenwashing

Greenwashing involves a company or organisation spending proportionately more time and money on marketing 

themselves as environmentally friendly than on minimising their environmental impact. 

As we can see there are a range of approaches to sustainable or responsible investment. It is important to look under 

the bonnet and ensure the approach is clear and meets the expectations of the client.

Asking key questions

Information is getting better, but understanding the 

investment managers and the product is critical.

Approaches to responsible and sustainable investment will 

differ. Some exclude specific companies, others look to 

target more sustainable companies.

 Is the approach clear?

 Which of the approaches outlined are being used?

 What, if any, hard exclusions are there?

 What are the RI credentials of the fund manager? 

E.g. when did they sign the PRI or UK Stewardship Code

 Are their engagement and voting policies public?

Developing standards and labels

The British Standards Institute (BSI) and the International 

Standards Organisation (ISO) are working with the UK 

Government and the sustainable finance industry to produce a 

programme of internationally relevant standards on Sustainable 

Finance to outline minimum expectations for investment 

managers and products. New labels for green financial products 

will help investors to easily identify products that comply with 

green or low-carbon criteria. Europe currently has a multitude of 

labels aimed at certifying and promoting sustainable and 

responsible investment.



How do people

feel about ESG?

By understanding how people feel about 

investing sustainability it becomes easier to 

build a more suitable client experience 

when discussing investment objectives:

“!”
“ESG is misinformed,

overrated and trendy“

Only 17% of the public

would invest all of a £50k

windfall in companies with 

high ESG scores.

“!”
“I don’t trust the ESG

ranking system.”

When asked what would

change their minds to

allocate more of the

windfall to companies

with higher ESG scores,

just over a third (34%)

said a simpler rating

system would do this.

“!”
“ESG Issues tend to

make people have

knee jerk reactions

and are not often

thought through.”

Of those that would

not allocate all of this

windfall to companies

with high ESG scores

(83%), 31% said the most

common reason for not

doing so was due to a

lack of knowledge of the

ESG products available to 

them.

Source: YouGov Polling January 2020



“I hope the fund considers

sustainability risks and opportunities

when making investment decisions.”

Benefits:

 Provides full view of

company performance

 Assesses future potential

Challenges:

 Data can be inconsistent

and incomplete

Risks:

 ESG may not be priced 

accurately leading to over or 

under valuation

Examples:

 All funds utilise ESG integration

“Can I measure my investment

returns against environmental

and social outcomes?”

Benefits:

 Can allocate capital where it is

needed most e.g. green bonds

Challenges:

 Hard to measure – most likely it is

“activities” that are measured

 Investing in listed equities does not

necessarily produce the “additional” 

impact, just the BAU

Risks:

 The term “Impact” can be misused.

Even the worst company could show an

impact e.g. increased number of jobs

Examples:

 Green bonds/sustainable infrastructure

 Specific ‘impact’ funds

Q&A with clients –

ESG integration

“!”

Q&A with clients -

Impact

“!”

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, June 2019.
For illustrative purposes only.



Start the conversation – know your client

This should be part of getting to know your

client, understanding their approach to

sustainability issues in their day to day life and

how they think about these in the context of their

investment decisions.

Forthcoming EU regulations, require advisors

and asset managers to take into account client

sustainability preferences in the selection of financial

products offered to relevant clients.

“ I give responsible investment 

advice because I enjoy it! Clients 

have concerns and I can respond 

and engage with them - it means 

it’s about far more than just 

numbers. It’s about the politics 

and issues which motivate people. 

We can add value by knowing how 

people can invest with respect to 

these concerns.

It’s about client trust and 

motivation on both sides 

of the table.”
UK financial adviser



What does the future hold

for Responsible Investing?

The magnitude of the economic and societal impacts from 

the global Covid-19 pandemic will affect how we live our 

lives and do business for years to come. For your clients 

also, the pandemic only further elevates the importance of 

evaluating sustainable investment considerations as part of 

any investment discussion. For example, we have seen 

social issues in particular come to the fore during the 

pandemic as people of lower socio-economic status have 

been impacted more.

Given the shock to the system, we believe there is going to be 

even more commitment and determination to move toward a 

more sustainable future. The sustainability community has 

always considered the risks, like a pandemic, that could lead to 

systemic interruptions and now mainstream investors are 

beginning to take a closer look at them. Now more than ever, 

responsible investing is firmly on the agenda.



Glossary

Active ownership is the active use of 

the rights and position of ownership to 

influence corporate behaviour, 

including through direct corporate 

engagement (i.e. communicating with 

senior management and/or boards of 

companies), filing or co-filing 

shareholder proposals, and proxy 

voting. 

Best in class is investment in sectors, 

companies or projects selected for 

positive ESG performance relative to 

peers. 

Corporate governance deals with a 

company’s leadership, executive pay, 

internal controls and shareholder rights 

and may be set out in specific national 

codes such as the UK Corporate 

Governance Code. 

Carbon footprint is the amount of 

carbon dioxide/greenhouse gas 

emissions released into the 

atmosphere as a result of the activities 

of a particular individual, company or 

fund. There are different ways to 

calculate this, so it’s important to look 

at the methodology used.

Decarbonisation is the active 

reduction of the carbon footprint of a 

particular individual, company or fund.

Divestment the selling of stocks, 

bonds or investment funds.

Engagement communicating with 

senior management and/or boards of 

investee companies on topics that may 

have financial or sustainability 

implications for shareholders or 

bondholders. 

Environmental, social and 

governance (ESG) factors are features 

of a company’s operations that 

investors use to assess potential 

investments. Environmental criteria 

consider how a company performs as a 

steward of natural resources. Social 

criteria examine how it manages 

relationships with employees, 

suppliers, customers, and the 

communities where it operates. 

Governance deals with a company’s 

leadership, executive pay, internal 

controls and shareholder rights.

Global Sustainable Investment 

Alliance (GSIA) is a collaboration of 

membership-based sustainable 

investment organisations around the 

world. The GSIA’s mission is to 

deepen the impact and visibility of 

sustainable investment organisations 

at the global level www.gsi-

alliance.org 

International Labour Organisation 

(ILO) is a United Nations agency 

founded in 1919 to bring together 

governments, employers and 

workers to set labour standards, 

develop policies and devise 

programmes promoting decent work 

for all. 

Impact investments are 

investments made with the intention 

to generate positive, measurable 

social and environmental impact 

alongside a financial return. They are 

aimed at solving social or 

environmental problems, and 

includes community investing, where 

capital is specifically directed to 

traditionally underserved individuals 

or communities, as well as financing 

that is provided to businesses with a 

clear social or environmental 

purpose. 

Integration is including ESG 

information in investment decision 

making, to ensure that all relevant 

factors are accounted for when 

assessing risk and return. 

Materiality relates to events or 

information that would affect the 

judgment of an investor because of 

positive or negative financial 

implications. Different investment 

managers may have different views 

on material issues.

Negative/Exclusionary Screening 

prohibit certain investments from a 

fund or portfolio. This can be 

excluding certain sectors (such as 

tobacco), companies or practices based 

on specific ESG (environmental, social 

and governance) criteria likely to align 

with client expectations. 

The Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) is a forum where the 

governments of 34 democracies with 

market economies work together. They 

have set out expectations for responsible 

business practises in the OECD 

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.

Paris Agreement is a historic 

agreement within the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate 

Change signed by 197 countries in 

December 2015. The Paris Agreement’s 

long-term goal is to keep the increase in 

global average temperature to well 

below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels; 

and to limit the increase to 1.5 °C, since 

this would substantially reduce the risks 

and effects of climate change.

Positive/Best-In-Class Screening 

involves investment in sectors, 

companies or projects selected for 

positive ESG performance relative to 

industry peers. 

Principles for Responsible Investment 

(PRI) is a global body supported by the 

United Nations to understand the 

investment implications of 

environmental, social and governance 

(ESG) factors and to support its 

international network of investor 

signatories incorporate these factors into 

their investment and ownership 

decisions www.unpri.org 

Responsible investing, also referred to 

as socially responsible investing 

(SRI), is an approach to investing that 

aims to incorporate ESG factors into 

investment decisions, to better manage 

risk and generate sustainable, long-term 

returns. 

Here are some terms that you may come across.



Sin stocks refers to a publicly traded company that 

is either involved in or associated with an activity that 

is considered to be unethical or immoral. This may 

typically include alcohol, gambling and adult 

entertainment. 

Stewardship Code is a code of practice to enhance 

engagement between investors and companies to 

help improve long-term risk-adjusted returns to 

shareholders. In the UK, the Financial Reporting 

Council encourages all institutional investors and 

their service providers to report if and how they have 

complied with the Code. Codes also exist in other 

jurisdictions including Japan, Hong Kong and South 

Africa. 

Stranded assets (within the context of climate 

change) are assets which, at some time prior to the 

end of their economic life (as assumed at the 

investment decision point), are no longer able to earn 

an economic return (i.e. meet the company’s internal 

rate of return), as a result of regulatory, physical 

(flood, drought, etc.) or economic changes.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are 17 

Global Goals for action by all countries - developed 

and developing - in a global partnership to achieve 

the The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, 

adopted by all United Nations Member States in 

2015. The Goals provides a shared blueprint for 

peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now 

and into the future. 

Sustainable investing refers to the specific 

strategies that can be implemented for funds (e.g. 

negative and norms-based exclusion, best-in-class 

screening, thematic, impact, etc.) as part of the 

investment process. 

Thematic investing involves investment in themes 

or assets selected to fulfil certain sustainability 

criteria and/or deliver measurable sustainability 

outcomes.

UN Global Compact aims to mobilise a global 

movement of sustainable companies and 

stakeholders. It supports companies to do business 

responsibly by aligning their strategies and 

operations with Ten Principles on human rights, 

labour, environment and anti-corruption.

UK Sustainable Investment and Finance 

Association (UKSIF) is the membership network for 

sustainable and responsible financial services 

www.uksif.org 16 





Further reading and resources

Adviser training (UK): CFA www.cfauk.org/study/esg

News (UK): Good With Money www.good-with-money.com

News (Global): Responsible Investor www.responsible-investor.com

Investor initiatives (UK): Good Money Week www.goodmoneyweek.com

Networks and directories (Global): UNPRI www.unpri.org

Networks and directories (Global): GSIA www.gsi-alliance.org

HSBC Global Asset Management AMG https://www.assetmanagement.hsbc.com.sg/en/in
stitutional-client/about-us/responsible-investing

About HSBC Global Asset Management

HSBC Global Asset Management has a long history in responsible investment.

We launched our first SRI fund in 2001 and were one of the earliest global signatories

of the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) in 2006. 

For further information please visit:

https://www.assetmanagement.hsbc.com.sg/en/institutional-client/about-us/responsible-investing



Important information

This document is for information only and is not an advertisement, investment recommendation, research, or 

advice. Any views and opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. It does not have regard to the 

specific investment objectives, financial situation, or needs of any specific person. You should seek advice from 

a financial adviser. Investment involves risk. Past performance of the managers and the funds, and any 

forecasts on the economy, stock or bond market, or economic trends that are targeted by the funds, are not 

indicative of future performance. The value of the units of the funds and income accruing to them, if any, may 

fall or rise and investor may not get back the original sum invested. Changes in rates of currency exchange 

may affect significantly the value of the investment. HSBC Global Asset Management (Singapore) Limited 

(“AMSG”) has based this document on information obtained from sources it reasonably believes to be reliable. 

However, AMSG does not warrant, guarantee or represent, expressly or by implication, the accuracy, validity or 

completeness of such information. 

HSBC Global Asset Management (Singapore) Limited 

10 Marina Boulevard, Marina Bay Financial Centre, Tower 2, #48-01, Singapore 018983

Telephone: (65) 6658 2900 Facsimile: (65) 6225 4324 

Website: www.assetmanagement.hsbc.com/sg 

Company Registration No. 198602036R


